Standing Waves Induced by Valley-Mismatched Domains in Ferroelectric SnTe Monolayers.
Two-dimensional (2D) quasiparticle standing waves originate from the interference of coherent quantum states and are usually created by the scattering off edges, atomic steps, or adatoms that induce large potential barriers. We report standing waves close to the valence band maximum (E_{V}), confined by electrically neutral domain walls of newly discovered ferroelectric SnTe monolayers, as revealed by spatially resolved scanning tunneling spectroscopy. Ab initio calculations show that this novel confinement arises from the polarization lifted hole valley degeneracy and a ∼90° rotation of the Brillouin zones that render holes' momentum mismatched across neighboring domains. These results show a potential for polarization-tuned valleytronics in 2D ferroelectrics.